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Abstract
The work that follows examines the impact of lead sulfide quantum dots on a native
epitaxial graphene (EG) SiC Schottky device, resulting in a hybrid optoelectronic device which presents a possible avenue towards a novel hybrid carbide-based Schottky
solar cell. The active (n-type SiC) and contact (graphene) layers for the Schottky
junction of the device were grown epitaxially using a novel technique incorporating
tetrafluorosilane (TFS) as a precursor gas. The bare EG/SiC device was characterized based on its I-V behavior in dark and under illumination for both forward
and reverse bias conditions. The initial characterization demonstrated the expected
Schottky diode rectifying behavior and an action spectra consistent with absorption
at and above the bandgap of 4h-SiC (3.23 eV, 380 nm). After initial characterization, PbS QDs synthesized as described by Zhang et al.[63] and treated with an
ethanedithiol (EDT) ligand exchange[29] were incorporated with the Schottky device. The hybrid device demonstrated significant changes in I-V behavior and the
observed action spectra. There was an increase in photocurrent and responsivity at
wavelengths above ≈380 nm, corresponding to a device response below the bandgap
of 4h-SiC. We confirmed quantitatively an enhanced hybrid device behavior due to
the application of QDs, laying the foundation for a novel approach at creating a QD
sensitized solar cell.
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Introduction
Light harvesting technologies have a rapidly expanding role in today’s society and
will continue to play a larger role in the coming years. A role that is growing in the
global energy and commercial markets. The current leader in the light harvesting
market is the single homojunction crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cell. This is due to a
number of factors such as the crustal abundance of Si, the maturity of Si refinement
and processing technology, driven by the Si based semiconductor industry, and the
favorable band gap of roughly 1.12 eV of c-Si. Over the past few decades the cost
of c-Si solar cells has decreased and the number of applications these cells have been
implemented in has grown. Applications such as rooftop and commercial solar have
become more and more accessible to consumers and businesses as a result.
Although the price of these Si based cells has dropped, there are still limits in
conversion efficiency and implementation due to the typical c-Si cell architecture and
material system. The maximum theoretical efficiency for a single junction solar cell
with a bandgap of 1.12 eV is ≈30%, meaning c-Si solar cells of this design can never
exceed this value without the use of additional performance enhancements such as
solar concentration, back scattering, etc. Arguably, the largest markets for c-Si solar
cells today involve commercial and residential solar farms and rooftop solar energy
production. These markets have helped drive the cost down and efficiency up of Si
based cells, with many cells now performing closer to their theoretical limit.
For some applications in existence and still emerging, there is a demand for a
higher conversion efficiency or design improvements beyond the current popular single
junction c-Si solar cell. Limitations of c-Si cells are inherent to the material system
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involved, arising from the indirect bandgap of Si and the use of a single pn-junction.
Silicon’s indirect bandgap means that the absorber layer(s) made from Si will have a
lower absorption coefficient and require physically thicker material layers for higher

m

light absorption ( 10s of m). Thick absorber layers limit the applications in which
a given solar cell can be incorporated, eliminating the possibility for flexible or thin
film implementations. Further, this can impact the cost of a cell by increasing the
material cost associated with the cell’s fabrication. The use of a single pn-junction
also limits the efficiency of a cell since it will only be limited to the absorption of
incident photons near the bandgap of the absorber material, which is 1.12 eV in the
case of c-Si. While this bandgap is ideal for absorption around the visible spectrum of
incident AM 1.5 solar radiation, there are large amounts of radiation above (UV) and
below (IR)that are are not being absorbed efficiently (above bandgap) or at all (below
bandgap), reducing the maximum conversion efficiency of the AM 1.5 spectrum.
The next generation of solar cell technologies with any chance of impact or survival
in the current market must have distinct and measurable advantages when compared
to the current leader, c-Si. Ultimately, these advantages must come down to increased
conversion efficiency and/or decreased manufacturing cost. Diversity of application
is another relevant consideration for an emerging solar cell technology, however, the
previous two advantages are the first criteria to consider.
Semiconductor and metal junctions have been studied extensively for decades
and much of the understanding from these studies has become standard knowledge
and practice in industry. The governing principles of semiconductor-semiconductor
or metal-semiconductor junctions are extremely well established to the extent that
it has been possible to design and predict the behaviors of these material systems
in various configurations for many decades. The ability to reasonably understand
important characteristics such as carrier drift, diffusion, accumulation, generation,
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or recombination around these junctions was key to the widespread proliferation of
these junctions throughout industry today.
One material system gaining momentum in recent scientific investigations is that
of nanocrystals or quantum dots (QDs) and their incorporation in optoelectronic
device design. Given their unique properties, a great deal of exploration has been
focused on these nanomaterials and their interaction with 2D materials[38, 39, 54].
Hybrid QD and graphene optoelectronic devices have gained a lot of attention recently, particularly in optoelectronic device applications of photovoltaics, LEDs and
photodetectors. The size-tunable absorbance of QDs along with their relatively high
excited carrier lifetimes[45, 43] makes for the possibility of high gain and highly photoresponsive devices when combined with the high mobility, Dirac fermi point and
absorbance of graphene[6, 8, 59]. Hybrid optoelectronic devices aimed at exploiting the unique combination of these two material systems have been demonstrated
numerous times, however, a lot of the literature available looks to understand the
synthesis or optical characterization of the dots themselves and most often their performance in gated devices that incorporate graphene or solution processed graphene
sheets. These configurations have the QDs either as the gated conducting channel,
or the light absorbing layer above a graphene channel from which charge carriers are
injected into the graphene[62], varying the conductivity of the channel. While this
approach has given a profound understanding of these material systems in terms of
charge collection, accumulation, generation, and depletion within the QDs or QD
films themselves, more explorations can be conducted into the interaction of these
materials with known semiconductors and device structures present in industry today.
QDs have demonstrated value not only in their optical or electrical properties but
also in their cheap synthesis and physical application [10]. Because of this, these QD
materials and synthesis processes are well positioned for incorporation with current
device manufacturing processes and designs. Manufacturing in virtually all markets
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should be cheap and reproducible, which is increasingly becoming synonymous with
automation, even more so for emerging technologies hoping to compete. In this
regard, QDs are well suited, having relatively low temperature processes for synthesis
when compared to some higher temperature semiconductor processes[63, 52, 29].
Lower temperature processes can result in manufacturing energy savings and in some
cases reduces the initial equipment investment required to begin market adoption.
QD materials have multiple methods of application for large and small surface areas
that can be automated, including spin-coating, spray-coating, and patterning, which
is a distinct advantage[10]. These advantages are particularly interesting in the solar
industry where energy payback time is an important metric when considering new
materials or processes.
To advance the adoption of these materials in industry their behavior when incorporated with existing device structures must be understood to the degree that
they can be thoughtfully incorporated into novel device designs and their performance/behavior reliably predicted. The objectives of this study are first to quantify
and study the effects of a PbS QD film on an epitaxial graphene/n-SiC Schottky
device using dark and illuminated current-voltage, dark current noise, scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) and illuminated current decays over time, then to
present methods/models for understanding the hybrid PbS QD film Schottky device
based on observations that can be used to predict behavior with other materials,
and finally to design a photovoltaic device using a sensitizing QD film to enhance
the performance of the cell. The analysis and hypothesized carrier behavior of this
study will hopefully be advancements towards more successful predictions of these
QD films’ behavior on other known semiconductor/metal systems.
The hybrid device presented in the text that follows is a hybrid PbS QD film, epitaxial graphene (EG), and 4h-SiC Schottky device. The initial bare device consisted
of EG grown natively on an n-type 4h-SiC epitaxial layer. This device configuration
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is relatively well-known and understood EG/n-SiC Schottky diode with graphene and
4h-SiC serving as the metal and semiconductor respectively. Since the work function
of n-SiC is above that of the graphene, a rectifying Schottky junction was created at
the metal-semiconductor junction. The unique 2D-material properties of graphene
mean that the device behaves with a near ideal Thermionic emission model. The
majority carrier, thermionically exited, electrons of the SiC are the primary charge
carriers contributing to current in the forward bias while diffusion of minority carrier
holes to the EG interface governs the current under reverse bias. Graphene also has
desirable optical properties where it is highly transparent and what charge carriers
are generated within graphene have very short lifetimes [38, 39]. Such an ideal material system with a known device operation makes a good test environment for further
understanding QDs and the interaction of QD films with metal or semiconductor
junctions and their effects on known device characteristic behavior.
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Chapter 1
Principles and Limitations of Conventional
Optoelectronic Devices with an Emphasis on
Photovoltaics
1.1

Limitations of Bandgap and Established Solutions

In applications of light sensing and harvesting, there are limitations inherent to the
semiconductor material(s) used. Generally, the material(s) used are determined based
on the wavelength of light to be detected or harvested. Assuming ideal device behavior
and light matter interactions, the desired wavelength has high absorption within the
chosen semiconductor material and wavelengths above or below are either transmitted, reflected, or scattered without contribution to external current. Contributions
to external current beyond the desired wavelength are hindrances to the performance
of photodetector devices, increasing the noise levels of the device.
All semiconductor materials have an intrinsic band gap, resulting from the crystalline structure and composition of the material. This finite bandgap determines the
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"ideal" photon wavelength ( ) or energy (eV) of the peak photoresponse for material.
Photon energies below the bandgap of the material are not able to actually excite
a valance band electron to the conduction band, creating an electron-hole pair for
harvesting or sensing applications. Additionally, photons with energies above the
semiconductor bandgap excite electron hole pairs with additional kinetic energy that
is distributed throughout the semiconductor as thermal energy, phonons. In almost
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Figure 1.1: The AM 1.5 solar irradiance with subdivisions of the spectrum identified
as a function of wave length ( ).

l

all applications this transfer of excess energy is considered undesirable and is reflected
as inefficiencies in the device performance. In light sensing applications this can be
seen as increased device noise, making it more difficult to accurately detect the desired wavelength at lower powers. In light harvesting applications this can result in
increased entropy, causing an increase in series resistance for the solar cell. This issue
of bandgap and absorption becomes an increasingly complex problem as applications
demand improved sensing or harvesting of a wider bandwidth of radiation.
As an example, the maximum AM 1.5 conversion efficiency of a single junction
crystalline Si solar cell is ≈30%, assuming a bandgap of 1.12 eV. The ideal material
bandgap for higher conversion efficiency would be closer to 1 eV, placing it nearer
to the higher energy, lower wavelength, end of the spectrum where there is a greater
power density (Figure 1.1). In this case the conversion efficiency is limited by the finite
bandgap of the c-Si absorber material and can be increased by a simple reduction
of 0.12 eV. While this is strongly supported in theory, the actual incorporation and
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creation of a 1 eV material is non-trivial. For this and other reasons engineers and
researchers have found other ways around the limitations of a finite bandgap.
Currently established methods of circumnavigating the limit of a finite bandgap
in an absorber material can be broadly placed into two different operating groups.
The first is the splitting of the incident light based on wavelength in a way that light
of a specific wavelength is primarily absorbed in a material with the corresponding bandgap. This can be done either laterally or vertically. The former has been
achieved with nano- and micro-scale structures on the incident surface that aid in
light refraction towards specific absorber materials and the latter has been achieved
with tandem, heterojunction or multi-junction solar cell designs, in which the absorber materials are stacked based on absorption depth of incident light. In a vertical
configuration, the wider bandgap materials are closer to the incident light with the
material bandgap decreasing further away from the incident light. The reasons for
this will be covered in Section 1.3.
The second method around the limitation of bandgap is the conversion of incident
photons to an energy level more suitable to the bandgap of the absorber material.
For light harvesting applications this is more often the down-conversion of incident
photons so that they can be absorbed more efficiently by narrower bandgap absorbers
[56, 57]. This has been achieved by placing nanoparticles with a calculated Stokes
shift on the incident surface where higher energy photons can be absorbed and reemitted at a fraction of the original absorption energy. As mentioned previously, the
closer the absorbed photon is to the absorber bandgap the fewer the observed losses.

1.2

Carrier Lifetimes and Diffusion Length

Increasing photogenerated carrier collection involves a balance of a few mechanics,
carrier lifetime (

tn,p), carrier diffusion [length] (Ln,p), and absorber material thickness

(tabsorber ). The former two mechanics are closely related given Ln,p =
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q

Dn,p τn,p .

Increased lifetime and increased diffusion width mean that carriers travel further
before recombining and being lost to the absorber material. The higher these numbers
are, the thicker the absorber can be. As depicted in Fig. 1.2, the carrier lifetime effects
the diffusion length which in turn effect the maximum absorber layer thickness.

Figure 1.2: A simple pn-junction with the depletion region, injected minority carrier populations ( n, p), intrinsic minority carrier concentrations (np0 , pn0 ), and
minority carrier diffusion lengths (Ln , Lp ) indicated.

D D

Any thickness beyond the minority carrier or shortest diffusion length, typically
Ln , is detrimental to a devices efficiency because any carriers generated around the
top or bottom of the absorber layer will recombine before being collected at either
electrode, resulting in higher losses of photogenerated carriers. This is indicated in
Fig. 1.2 with the recombined minority carriers (holes) in the n-type absorber material
in which Lp < tabsorber . Due to this dynamic, there is a design trade off that must
be made when increasing the absorber layer thickness. The design trade-off between
thickness and diffusion length is relevant because the absorber thickness, along with
material, largely plays a role in what fraction of light is absorbed to generate carriers.
A similar limiting effect occurs at the surface of the absorber material where incident light is first absorbed and carriers generated. In almost all semiconductor
materials the surface is non-ideal, containing many dangling bonds which generate
9

trap states for minority carriers. These trap states result in a high surface recombination rate and the loss of shorter wavelength generated ehps. Traditionally, for
Si-based solar cells this has been addressed by chemical surface passivization with
thin film layers of silicon oxides and silicon nitrides. Techniques such as this improve
surface recombination by reducing the surface trap density through the formation of
covalent bonds. This effect is particularly relevant when considering thinner absorber
materials, in which generated carriers will be closer to potential surface trap states.

1.3

Light Absorption Length and Penetration Depth

The absorption of light in a given material is determined by the absorption coefficient

a

of the material ( ). The absorption coefficient is the depth of travel into a material
where 1/e of the incident light is absorbed, roughly 37% of the incident light. A
larger value means a higher percentage of light absorbed closer to the incident light
and a smaller coefficient means the light must travel further into the material for the
same percentage of absorption to occur. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.3a.

(a) Absorption comparison of direct and indirect absorber

(b) Physical versus optical path

Figure 1.3: (1.3a) Above is the concept of incident light absorption displayed in both
direct and indirect bandgap absorbers with the absorption depth (1/ ) marked for
comparison. (1.3b) Above is the concept of the physical path of light versus the optial
path in an absorber for comparison. More incident light escapes via the physical path
when compared to a carefully designed optical path.

a
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Considering a light harvesting device, there is a desire to absorb as much incident
light as possible, however, given the previously stated issue with carrier diffusion
lengths there is a limit to semiconductor thickness before losses begin to out weigh
benefits. This dilemma leads to another when considering the absorption coefficient
of indirect bandgaps is lower than that of direct band gaps (Fig. 1.3a). Indirect
bandgap materials require a momentum change in order to successfully excite a carrier, resulting in the lower absorption coefficient. Immediately, the simplest solution
to absorb the most light is to design the absorber layer as thick as possible with
consideration to the diffusion lengths of the photo generated carriers. Although this
is a solution that has been proven to increase absorption, there are less conventional
ways of gaining the same benefit.
There are two terms that must be defined in order to better manipulate light
absorption in an absorber layer. Firstly, there is a physical path of incident light.
This is the physical path of light directly through the semiconductor. With incident
light normal to the surface, as depicted in Fig. 1.3b, the physical path length is the
thickness of the absorber. This is a relevant metric in many design aspects, however
there is a more appropriate metric when trying to increase light absorption. The
optical path is the real value determining absorption. This length can be increased
in many unique ways without ever increasing the physical path length. In most
cases this has been achieved by increasing light scattering throughout the absorber.
This has been achieved through surface gratings, back gratings, surface nano(micro)structures, nano-crystals or particles which have all proven to increase the optical
path of light.
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Chapter 2
Solutions Offered by Hybrid 2-D Material and
Quantum Dot Material Devices
Although hybrid graphene devices can vary in structure, the materials used in combination with graphene are often arranged in a way that maximizes the unique properties of all the materials involved. Generally speaking, the design of these devices
seeks to exploit the high mobility and two-dimensional structure of graphene while
relying on another material or combination of materials for improved light absorption
and carrier generation. Being that graphene, as one or a few atomic layers, has a
relatively weak absorption of incident photons, the use of different materials or some
method of doping to increase absorption is necessary for any drastic performance
increase in light absorption and carrier generation. The materials or doping used are
often tuned to maximize the absorption of certain wavelengths of light.
There are many ways to merge more light absorbent materials with graphene but
the most effective methods involve creating a close interface or junction between the
two materials. Having the two materials in close contact with one another allows
for more efficient charge separation. The closer the carrier generating material is
to graphene the faster the charges can be swept or diffuse into graphene without
recombination in their parent material[38, 39]. Recombination results in an electron
or hole returning to an unoccupied lower energy state where the charge carrier can no
longer contribute to electrical current. Based solely on a fundamental understanding
of carrier movement through a material, it is necessary to sweep generated carriers to
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the terminal contacts as efficiently as possible and, in many cases with lower carrier
lifetimes, as quickly as possible for the generated charge carrier to contribute to
external photoelectric current. The properties of graphene have proven to allow for
the swift carrier movement of both electrons and holes but the charge carriers must
first make it to the graphene side of a given junction in order to take advantage of
fast transport in the contacts.
Generally, the hybrid device structures involve a somewhat stacked architecture.
The top layer, incident to incoming light, consists of a material with higher light
absorption and carrier generation when compared to graphene. This configuration is
due to the physics of photon absorption, having the highly light absorbent layer on
top ensures the greatest possible photon absorption and resulting electron/hole pair
generation. In some novel devices these two layers might be combined in order to
improve conductivity and/or charge separation, similar to how PbSe (lead selenide)
quantum dots and TiO2 (titanium dioxide) nanocrystals have been combined with
graphene flakes[39] or RGO sheets used as a platform for application specific sensitization [21, 22].
In some cases, an antireflective layer might be added on top of the highly absorbent material to even further increase the incident light entering the material.
Further, in other optoelectronic designs the translucent and conductive properties of
graphene are employed to create translucent metallic contacts. This use of graphene
as a translucent contact is of particular value in some solar cell designs where other
conventional metallic contacts can take away valuable surface area that could otherwise be used for light absorption [6].

2.1

Solutions Offered by Graphene and Other 2D Materials

Graphene belongs to a class of 2D materials, first discovered through micromechanical cleavage of graphite [44]. Graphene is a material with many favorable properties
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and might hold the key to ushering in a new generation of electronic and optoelectronic devices with performances and capabilities beyond what we have seen prior.
Physically graphene is quite simple and consists of a single atom thick sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice spaced at roughly 1.34 Å
[6].Each carbon atom in the hexagonal lattice has four covalent bonds that it shares
electrons with the neighboring carbon atoms. These bonds consist of three 120◦
bonds and a weaker

p bond (Figure 2.1a).

s

This arrangement is often referred to as

single layer graphene (SLG). Although defined as an atom thick layer, up to about
ten atomic layers are also considered to be graphene by many researchers, having
the distinction of few layer graphene (FLG). Even in FLG the individual layers still
behave independently with little interaction from the neighboring layers [8]. These
decoupled layers are unique and can lead to interesting carrier behavior and light
interaction across layers.

(a) Bonding structure of graphene
(b) Band structure of graphene

Figure 2.1: (2.1a) Illustrates the hexagonal bonding structure of a single sheet of
graphene with a portion of another sheet below and carbon atoms, -bonds, and
-bonds indicated. (2.1b) The 2D band diagram of graphene with the Dirac point,
fermi-level, and meeting point of the valence and conduction bands indicated.

p

s

Graphene has a two-dimensional band structure, meaning there is a linear relationship between the energy and momentum of electrons propagating through the
material. This can be seen in Figure 2.1b where the conduction and valence band
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of graphene touch at the Dirac point, meaning graphene has no bandgap[59]. This
unique property makes SLG different from semiconductors which have bandgaps and
means carriers moving through graphene behave as massless Dirac fermions, reaching
incredible speeds while propagating through the material with a room-temperature
carrier mobility of about 15000 cm2 ·V −1 ·s−2 . Graphene can be made to have a tunable band gap by utilizing nanoscale architectures such as graphene QDs or ribbons,
or by chemical and physical treatment to reduce the connectivity of the carbon network[8, 36, 41].
Carriers excited within graphene generally have low lifetimes with relaxation times
on the scale of 100 fs for faster responses and a few ps for slower responses[8]. SLG
demonstrates 97.7% visible light transparency and 80% optical transparency [36, 15],
making graphene an ideal material for transparent conductive film applications provided the resistance of the film can be kept low. Unfortunately, high transmittance
means graphene also has a low absorption of about 2.3% with a peak around the ultraviolet region[8, 12]. These favorable properties make graphene a particularly interesting material in applications such as photovoltaic solar devices, transparent and/or
flexible electrodes, electron acceptors, hole collectors, photo detectors, antireflection
coating in the visible ( 70%) and near-IR ( 80%) regions, and other optoelectronic
devices. The combination of these properties means that graphene, although ideal
in many ways for optoelectronic applications, will have to rely on other materials for
light absorption and carrier generation.
Graphene has been utilized from exfoliation of bulk graphite[44], reduction of
graphite oxide [22, 64, 45], chemical vapor deposition on metal and transition metal
carbide substrates, and Si sublimation from SiC. Recently, it has been possible to
produce quality graphene via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or solution processing.
These methods have resulted in ultra-thin sheets of one to a few atomic layers [36,
49]. Structurally, these films are flat, flexible and relatively easily transferred from
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one substrate to another due to the weaker bonds decoupling the individual layers
of stacked graphene from one another.
Whether as a layered growth, deposited flakes, or chemically synthesized film,
graphene serves as the translucent contact itself or the highly conductive channel
through which generated carriers are able to travel towards the contacts to contribute
to external photocurrent, regardless of the application.

2.2

Solutions Offered by Quantum Dots

All of the previously stated limitations of current optoelectronic device and solar
cell designs can potentially be solved or ameliorated to some degree through the
thoughtful incorporation of QDs into the design. QDs hold a unique role in improving
solar cell design since there is the potential to affect all of the issues mentioned by
incorporating them intelligently into current architectures or by developing entirely
new architectures tuned to better utilize the QD’s and surrounding material’s unique
properties. The same principles and pitfalls governing current optoelectronic and
solar cell efficiencies also exist in QD enhanced designs; however, through thoughtful
and measured design the addition of QDs has proven to enhance traditional designs
in one aspect or another. Concerning the limitations associated with the bandgap,
QDs have primarily been incorporated in a way that better extends the action spectra
of a given design. This is to say that QDs are often times synthesized in a way that
the absorption onset occurs earlier at the lowest photon energy (longest wavelength).
The absorption onset is often achieved by variance in the QD material(s) and size,
effectively varying the QD bandgap [37]. An example of this is what was done by
Pattantyus-Abraham et al. where the size of PbS colloidal quantum dots (CQD) was
varied to achieve a photoresponse at varying wavelengths [46]. In many cases this
effect has been measured by the QD’s photo luminescence (PL), incident photon-to-
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charge-carrier conversion efficiency (IPCE), and absorption spectra (action spectra)
[37, 46, 35].
PL measurements have been used to provide a more precise understanding of the
energy states within QDs and at what energy re-emitted photons might reside. Liu
et al. used PL and the absorption spectra of CuInS/ZnS and AgInS2 /ZnS QDs to get
visible and near infrared (NIR) emission specific to their luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) design [37]. By combining PL and action spectra measuremnts it is possible
to record the Stokes-shift of QDs, which Liu et al. used to show the compatibility
of certain QDs in LSC applications. This Stokes-shift is an important component
for photovoltaic devices hoping to exploit plasmonic effects, another promising way
in which QDs have been proven to enhance solar cell performance [2]. Energies that
would be far above the absorber bandgap and result in thermal contributions to the
lattice are instead absorbed and re-emitted at lower energies by a well placed QD
layer.
Many studies have demonstrated hybrid device designs where QDs are used to
expand or improve the photoresponse. In these studies, the action spectra and similar measurements across a range of incident light wavelengths (IPCE, EQE, PCE,
etc.) are the primary metrics in demonstrating how successful the QDs are at enhancement. The studies of Leschkies et al. [35] and Guo et al. [18] are examples of
this, in which the absorbance of CdSe QDs on ZnO nanowires and the IPCE of CdS
QD with graphene were used to demonstrate clear device enhancement. The characteristic responses of the separate devices without QDs was measurably enhanced and
expanded upon with the incorporation of QDs. In actuality it is the combination of
the two materials and their agreeable properties that create the combined increase
in photoresponse, improved generation from the QDs and collection from the ZnO
nanowires or graphene. This benefit of QDs can be improved and expanded on more
broadly in a wider range of devices.
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The complication of absorption depth is an interesting one to be addressed with
QDs. This limitation is subverted in a couple of ways but primarily involves increasing the path of incident light through the absorbing medium in some form or
another. As mentioned in Section 1.3 this can be achieved by increasing the physical
path or the optical path of incident light (Fig. 1.3b). An example of enhancements
by increasing the physical path is found in the previously mentioned study by Guo
et al.[18]. The effects from the absorption depth were reduced by stacking periodic
layers of graphene (30 nm) and QDs (120 nm). This periodic stacking resulted in a
higher Voc and Jsc for the solar cell, when the number of bilayers was two or more,
compared to a single bilayer. These improvements in Voc and Jsc were not from the
increased incident light path and subsequent generation alone but from the increased
generation combined with improved collection efficiency from graphene. This represents an enhancement to performance based on an increase in the physical path of
incident light. One way in which the incident light optical path can be increased with
QDs is by designing the cell such that heavy scattering occurs, effectively trapping
photons within the absorbing or guiding medium. Liu et al. was able to achieve this
by incorporating SiO2 nanoparticles in combination with CuInS/ZnS QDs for a novel
LSC [37]. It was successfully demonstrated that the combination of SiO2 nanoparticles and CuInS/ZnS QDs significantly enhanced non-UV light transmittance through
the absorber medium and increased QD absorption and re-emission. By suppressing
UV transmittance and enhancing visual and NIR transmittance within the active
medium, QDs effectively improved the performance of an LSC design. This demonstrated the successful increase to optical path of incident and internally emitted light.
Although framed for the application of LSCs, the findings of Liu et al. have wider
implications to hybrid QD solar cell design and enhancement via increased optical
path.
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Efficient Charge separation in order to avoid undesired recombination is another
point of conversion loss (Section 1.2) that can be affected with the use of QDs. This is
largely due to the ability to tune the bandgap of the QDs and in some cases facilitate
a more consistent material interface. This is precisely what Pattantyus-Abraham et
al. were able to achieve with solution deposition of oleate-capped PbS CQDs on
TiO2 electrodes to form a depleted heterojunction [46]. With variance in CQD size
the group was able to create an energetically favorable junction between TiO2 and
the CQDs. The band diagram encouraged electron travel to the TiO2 side while
discouraging hole transfer to TiO2 . Designed in this manner, carrier behavior at
the junction is favorable for charge separation/collection and reduces the possibility
of recombination. This same principle was used by Guo et al. to facilitate charge
separation of electrons from a CdS QD medium into graphene for collection while
energetically discouraging the same for holes[18]. With the same ability to tune
favorable carrier behavior at a semiconductor junction QDs offer further value in
enhanced solar cell designs.
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Chapter 3
Materials and Methods
3.1

Experimental Design

Figure 3.1: The experimental setup and characterization flow chart, outlining the
ways in which both the bare and hybrid devices were characterized. Includes diagrams
of the multiple device layout on the 1 cm2 chip and the direction of the applied bias
for I-V measurements.
Figure 3.1 shows the overall experimental design. Broadly speaking, the design
was set up to observe and quantify the effects of a QD-film on an ideal bare EG/SiC
Schottky device using parameters common to industry and used to describe common
architectures. Multiple Schottky devices were fabricated on a single 1x1 cm2 SiC chip
20
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using photolithography. Once fabricated, a single 250 m diameter bare EG/SiC
Schottky device was characterized based on its dark current, illuminated current,
dark current noise, illuminated current rise and fall, and observations from scanning
photocurrent microscopy (SPCM). The same bare EG/SiC Schottky device that was
previously characterized had PbS QDs spun on as a film, creating a hybrid device that
was then characterized employing the same methods as the bare device. After the
hybrid QD-film device characterization, the device was cleaned using HF, returning
the device to its bare state. From this point, the characterization process of Fig. 3.1
was repeated beginning with the bare device characterization.

Figure 3.2: A depiction of how the bare and hybrid device was biased for I-V measurements. Va is VF and -VR for foward and reverse bias respectively
The dark I-V data was acquired by conducting forward and reverse bias voltage
sweeps, using a Keithley 2612A SMU as the voltage source, on a single Schottky
device at high and low magnitude voltages, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The smaller,
near zero, magnitude voltage sweeps were used to calculate many of the interfacial
characteristics of the Schottky junction. The characteristics acquired from these
sweeps were the Schottky barrier height (SBH,

Fsbh), diode ideality factor (n), reverse

saturation current (Is ), series resistance (Rs ) and shunt resistance (Rsh ).
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Table 3.1: Common Device metrics using for characterization
Symbol
Is

Fsbh

n
Rsh
Rs
R( )

l

Characteristic
Reverse Saturation Current
Schottky Barrier Height
Ideality Factor
Shunt Resistance
Series Resistance
Responsivity (as a function of wavelength)

The SBH was calculated using two different curve fit methods on the I-V data
for the device under forward bias near turn-on in the 0-1 V range in 10 mV intervals
as outlined by Cheung et al. [13]. The first method was an exponential curve fit
assuming the Crowell-Sze thermionic emission model given by

Is = Aef f A∗ T 2 e−qΦsbh /kT

(3.1)

I = Is (eqVd /nkT − 1)

(3.2)

and was used to find two important performance characteristics of the device the
SBH (

Fsbh) and ideality factor (n), assuming a Richardson constant (A∗) of ≈146

A·cm−2 ·K −2 [60].
The second method was a linear fit of the same data set plotted on a semilogarithmic graph (ln(y)) and the results were used to find the same performance
characteristics. With the SBH and diode ideality factor extrapolated, the reverse
bias saturation current was then calculated according to equation 3.2. Within the
same near zero turn-on region of the I-V data, the shunt resistance was calculated
with a linear curve fit in the positive 0 V region just as the junction is becoming forward biased. The series resistance of the device was calculated similarly but within
a higher voltage range well after the turn-on of the device, a region in which series
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resistance dominated current behavior. These dark I-V characteristics were the primary factors used to understand the initial changes to the bare Schottky junction
with the application of the QD-film.
Under the same dark conditions, the current noise profile was captured by passing
the current through a DL Instruments 1211 pre-amplifier to increase and convert the
signal to a voltage that could be read on a Tektronix TDS 684C oscilloscope at a reasonable resolution. A fast Fourier transform was conducted on the displayed signal
to capture the current variance based on its frequency components and their corresponding magnitudes. The data for the frequency components of the dark current
signals was then plotted on a log-log graph as outlined by Hooge [20]. To understand
carrier dynamics as outlined by Hooge et al., the lower frequency data (≈1-50 Hz)
was fit with linear and quadratic functions depending on the plot behavior.
Illuminated I-V behavior was one of the primary measurements used to observe
changes in the device behavior. The chip was both broadly and narrowly, limited
to a single device EG mesa, illuminated by a Cornerstone 1/8m monochromator
sourced from a Xenon arc lamp housed in a Thermo Oriel 66902. I-V’s were taken
at varying intervals under both forward and reverse bias with magnitudes ranging
from 0 to 20 V using the same Keithley SMU. Higher resolution plots with 10 mV
intervals near the positive 0 V region proved to be the most relevant and were used to
measure device characteristics such as short-circuit current (Isc ), open-circuit voltage
(Voc ), shunt resistance, and responsivity. Although responsivity can be plotted at
any voltage, -1 V reverse bias was used with the application of a photodiode in
mind. The responsivity (A/W) was calculated by dividing the photocurrent by the
incident illumination power of a single ≈250 um diameter device. The irradiance of
the monochromator was measured using a Thor Labs C-series Si photodiode (S130C)
and handheld digital power meter console. The photocurrent in this context is defined
as the total current under illumination minus the previously measured dark current
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of the device. The responsivity was calculated in this way to ensure that the values
displayed purely demonstrated the additional current component due to the incident
light.

Figure 3.3: The incident power across the measured spectrum
supplied by the 1/8m monochromator sourced from a Xenon arc
lamp, calculated assuming a circular device area with a diameter
of 250 m.

m

Because of the irradiance of the monochromator over the measured spectrum
seen in Fig. 3.3 control experiments were conducted in order to ensure that the
emitted power at longer wavelengths actually represented the power of the desired
wavelengths and not second order leakage of the light source. To achieve this, a 550
nm cut-off low pass filter was used to ensure that only longer wavelength illumination
was incident to the device for calculating the responsivity in the greater than 500 nm
region. A Thorlabs FDS-100 silicon photodiode was used as a reference device with
a published responsivity to quantify any variances in irradiance with and without
a low-pass filter. Through these control experiments it was demonstrated that the
effects of second order leakage on the irradiance from the Xenon light source were
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minimal at wavelengths >550 nm as the responsivity for the published photodiode
was the same with and without the low-pass filter. It was also revealed that at lower
irradiance, measured from mesa localized illuminations, the background irradiance in
the dark must be subtracted out for reasonable responsivity calculations.
Collecting the illuminated current rise and fall times entailed the same setup as the
noise measurements with the final wave forms captured on the Tektronix oscilloscope.
The waveforms were captured during the transition from broad area illumination of
the entire chip to dark or from dark to illumination. The current captured from
illumination to dark was used to approximate the general recombination lifetime
using a 10% to 90% of the current maximum and an exponential decay curve fit.
This was done at specific wavelengths, based on peaks in the responsivity data, and
at varying voltages, determined to be relevant based on I-V measurements.
Scanning photocurrent microscopy was employed as a method of spatially mapping
the device’s illuminated current behavior. A single device was probed and biased
according to the configuration in Fig. 3.2. The setup for the SPCM measurement

m

utilized a 444 nm laser with a power of roughly 17 W chopped at 113 Hz as the
sample illuminating source as well as the reference signal for the SRS 830 lock-in
amplifier measurements of the current under illumination. Further details on the
SPCM setup can be found in previous work by Barker et al. [7]. The measurements
were conducted at no bias and varying forward and reverse biases. This measurement
produced spatially resolved X, Y, and phase components of the measured current that
were combined to produce the illuminated current in phasor notation for analysis.
All measurements and procedures were conducted on both the bare Schottky device as well as the hybrid device, containing a QD-film spun on. The PbS QDs were
synthesized following the method described by Zhang et al.[63] and characterized in
solution to determine quality and yield. The QDs were found to have a diameter
of about 4.5 nm based on the lowest energy exciton peak position at 1280 nm, de-
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termined from UV-vis absorption spectroscopy and in agreement with the bandgap
equation proposed by Moreels et al.[43], Eg = 0.41 + (0.0252d2 + 0.283d)−1 . The
QDs, initially protected by alkyl carboxylate surface coating (ligand), were purified
by gel permeation chromatography [52]. A thin film was formed by spin-coating at
3000 rpms followed by in-situ ligand-exchange with ethanedithiol, which has demonstrated the ability to passivate trap states and reduce carrier recombination [29, 30,
50]. The resulting film had a thickness of 96 nm, based AFM images.
In order to test the reproducibility of the measurements, the entire chip was
cleaned by three minutes of submersion in boiling trichloroethylene (TCE), acetone,
and methanol respectively followed by three minutes of submersion in hydrofluoric
acid (HF). After its submersion in HF, the chip was rinsed using deionized (DI) water
and blown dry using argon gas. This method of cleaning proved effective at removing
the QD-film and resetting the device performance.

3.2

Epitaxial Growth and Device Fabrication

The bare schottky diode devices were created by first growing an active layer of ntype SiC (1.62 x 1014 cm-3 )on a n+ -4h-SiC 8◦ off-cut substrate purchased from Cree
Inc. The homoepitaxy and EG growth were conducted in a homemade vertical hot
wall CVD reactor. Further details and specifics on the reactor can be found in prior
works produced from this group [48, 53, 4, 3]. The active n-SiC layer was grown using
a unique CVD growth process, utilizing tetrafluorosilane (TFS) as a silicon precursor
gas and propane as the carbon source precursor, with hydrogen serving as the carrier
gas. Both the precursor and carrier gases were ultra high purity (UHP). The growth
was conducted at a temperature of 1600 ◦ C and a pressure of 300 Torr. A C/Si ratio
of 0.9 was maintained throughout the growth process based on the flow rates of the
precursor gasses. The samples were cleaned using trichloroethylene (TCE), acetone,
methanol, hydrofluoric acid (HF), and rinsed with deionized (DI) water.
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The homoepitaxy conducted for this device involved the use of TFS, which allowed for quality SiC growth without the formation of Si droplets on the surface
and suppressed parasitic deposition. This was due to the higher dissociation bonding energy of Si-F (565 kJ mol-1 ). Additionally, the use of SiF4 as the Si source led
to observed n-type epilayers, believed to be due to the increased Si species at the
growth surface [47]. The doping of the active layer was determined from a mercury
probe capacitance-voltage measurement and the thickness of the grown n-type active
SiC layer was determined from FTIR, using the bare n+ substrate as the reference
background.
The epitaxial graphene (EG) contacts of the devices were grown natively on the
previous homoepitaxially grown n-type SiC layers using a unique TFS based CVD
etching and growth process. Contrary to the usual thermal sublimation of Si from
the SiC lattice, which is limited in rate and layer thickness, the TFS based selective
etching actively removed Si at a higher rate. The selective removal of Si left behind
a carbon rich surface benign for the formation of the hexagonal carbon-carbon bonds
found in graphene. The growth was carried out at 1600 ◦ C with argon as the carrier
gas and TFS as the precursor gas selectively removing Si from the surface of SiC.
The presence of graphene was verified through the three Raman peaks of graphene:
the intrinsic G-peak at 1580 cm-1 , the disorder induced D-peak at 1350 cm-1 , and
the second order 2D peak at 2650 cm-1 . The EG quality was determined to be
good based on a low D/G ratio and the thickness of the graphene was determined
from XPS measurements comparing the carbon 1s and silicon 2p peak areas.For device
fabrication, the individual device mesas were formed using standard photolithography
and reactive ion etching by an oxygen plasma to pattern the individual EG mesas.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
The experiments outlined in Section 3.1 revealed many interesting and relevant properties of the QD enhanced hybrid device, many of which were reported in [27]. Some
of the relevant findings will be repeated here with additional supporting data and
analysis. It was demonstrated that we were in fact able to observe, quantize, and
understand the behavior and some enhancements of the hybrid device through observation and comparison of the bare and hybrid device characteristics. The proposed
architecture of the device shown in Figure 4.1 proved paramount in describing and
understanding the observed behavior of the hybrid device. The data and observations presented in this chapter will expand on various aspects of Figure 4.1 as they
are empirically observed and verified.

4.1

Dark I-V Results

As mentioned previously, the bare device demonstrated rectifying, diode, behavior as
expected and the bare Schottky barrier height was determined to be ≈0.9 eV with
an ideality of about 1.1. Upon the addition of the QD film the

Fsbh dropped by

roughly 0.05 eV and the ideality increased to roughly 1.4-1.7 eV, indicating a change
to the Schottky interface. These effects on the hybrid diode can clearly be seen in
the dark I-V curves (Figure 4.2). The hybrid diodes demonstrated higher reverse
leakage, about 102 more than without QDs (Figure 4.2a), suggesting the presence of
trap states[33, 28]. The current under forward bias indicated the presence of a second,
parallel barrier interface leading to additional forward current at <0.2 V. This was
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Figure 4.1: Device architecture indicating continuous QD film
and n-SiC epilayer with patterned EG mesa. Superimposed is
an equivalent circuit representation of the EG/SiC and QD/SiC
interfaces, indicating the spreading resistance of the QD film
and shunt resistance due to the QD/SiC interface.
associated with carrier transport through the QD film at the diode periphery. Upon
removal of the QD layer with HF, this feature disappeared and the reverse leakage
reverted to the bare state, indicating the changes were due to the QD film. This
was further supported by the I-V curves of the hybrid device with multiple layers of
the QD film spun on. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b clearly show that the appearance of the
parallel barrier and leaky reverse bias current is more apparent with increased QD
film deposition.
To obtain the effective I-V curve of the parallel current introduced by the application of the QD film, the bare EG/SiC current was subtracted from the hybrid diode
current (4.2a), isolating the behavior of an additional diode at the edge of the device
(Figure 4.2b) believed to be due to the QD/SiC junction as indicated in Figure 4.1.
The equivalent circuit of the hybrid device was derived at various stages of forward
bias operation from the proposed architecture in Figure 4.1 and used to derive the
various resistances displayed. These equivalent circuits are displayed in Figure 4.3a
with the diode behaviors indicated.
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(a) Idark of bare and hybrid devices

(b) Difference in Idark of hybrid and bare device.

Figure 4.2: (4.2a) The dark I-V behavior for the bare and hybrid devices plotted on
the same axis for comparison. (4.2b) The dark current of the bare device subtracted
from that of the hybrid indicating the dark I-V of the observed parallel interface.

Table 4.1: Shunt (Rsh ) and series (Rser ) resistances of the device for different QD film
iterations.
Interface
Bare (initial)
Hybrid (initial)
Parallel (initial)
Bare (re-spin 1)
Hybrid (re-spin 1)
Parallel (re-spin 1)
Bare (re-spin 2)
Hybrid (re-spin 2)
Parallel (re-spin 2)

W

Rsh ( )
200k
130k
340k
710M
130M
150M
830M
830k
1.5M

W

Rser (k )
7.1
5.6
22
20
15
67
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

W

The parallel diode had a series resistance (Rs,QD ) of 2.4 M , a shunt resistance

W

(Rsh,QD/SiC ) of 200 M , attributed to trapping at the interface, and a diode element

h

with a reverse saturation current, Is,QD/SiC , of 4 pA, and an ideality ( ) of 2, obtained
by subtracting the Rs,QD voltage drop. The parallel and series resistance results from
the different device runs can be seen in Table 4.1. Considering the bare and parallel
currents as two different resistances in parallel, as indicated in Figure 4.3a, matches
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(a) Bare and hybrid equivalent circuits.

(b) QD/SiC equivalent circuits.

Figure 4.3: (4.3a) Bare and hybrid device equivalent circuits under various foward
biases in dark, which were used to derive the various shunt and series resistances
indicated in Table 4.1, assuming negligible voltage drop across the diodes once on.
(4.3b) The equivalent circuit of the parallel QD/SiC interface, obtained by subtracting
the bare device I-V from the hybrid device.
closely to the measured resistances of the hybrid devices. Using equation4.1, where
R|| is the resistance of the parallel current channel, the calculated Rhybrid values are in
close agreement with those measured, assuming a negligible voltage drop across the
diodes once on.

Rhybrid = (Rbare R|| )/(Rbare + R|| )

(4.1)

The less ideal diode behavior is likely a further indication of a more trap ridden
interface. At diode voltage Va < 0.2 V, Rsh,QD/SiC dominates the current and is likely
due to a field-activated trapping mechanism. Further evidence of trapping was given
by the dark current noise measurements, which showed the emergence of Lorentzian
1/f2 noise for the hybrid device compared to the 1/f flicker noise of the bare device
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(Figure 4.4c). The 1/f2 Lorentzian noise is an indicator of well-defined trap levels
causing noise from variations in carrier concentration due to trapping/detrapping [20,
33, 5, 1].

(a) Idark of bare, one and two layer hybrid (b) Idark of bare, one and two layer hybrid
device (VF ).
device (VR ).

(c) Dark noise for bare and hybrid devices.

Figure 4.4: (4.4a) The forward bias dark I-V behavior of the bare and hybrid device
with one and two layers of the same QD film deposition. (4.4b) The reverse bias dark
I-V behavior of the bare and hybrid device with one and two layers of the same QD
film deposition. (4.4c) The dark noise characteristics for the bare and hybrid devices
plotted on a log-log graph as outlined in [20].
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4.2

Illuminated I-V Results

The action spectra of the device was measure over the range of 250-800 nm for a
number of configurations with and without the presence of a QD film as previously
stated (Section 3.1). The bare device demonstrated a typical spectral response (action
spectra), having a photoresponse starting near the bandgap of 4h-SiC (3.23 eV, ≈384
nm) and continuing for wavelengths less than 384 nm, energies above 3.23 eV, with
no sub-bandgap photoresponse.
The addition of the QD film consistently led to an increase in sub-bandgap photoresponse that can be seen in both the forwad and reverse biased action spectra
of Figure 4.5. The sub-bandgap responsivity was proven to be due to the QD film
through the successful addition and removal of the response with the addition and removal of the film respectively. A lingering increase in the above bandgap responsivity
was present after the removal of the PbS QDs using the novel HF cleaning technique
but the origins of this behavior will not be covered in this text (Figure 4.5a).

(a) Action spectra at -1 V

(b) Action spectra at 1 V

Figure 4.5: The responsivity of the bare and hybrid device at various stages of the
investigation under 1 V reverse (4.5a) and forward (4.5b) bias.
The action spectra showed promising results, but one of the key aims of this
investigation was to enhance the power generation of the bare device beyond the
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absorption limitations of the bandgap of SiC as described in Section 1.3. The bare
EG/SiC diodes displayed a photovoltaic response at photon energies above the 4h-SiC
bandgap, giving an open circuit voltage (Voc ) of roughly 0.25 V with 13 nW of 350
nm illumination (Figure 4.6a). This was in agreement with the Is measured from the
forward I-V curves, which was correlated as indicated in Equation 4.2.

Voc = (nkβ T /q)ln((Isc /Is ) + 1)

(4.2)

With the addition of the QD film, Voc and Isc both decreased under the same
UV illumination conditions. This was likely due to filtering of the incident light by
the QD layer similar to what was described in Section 1.3. This filtering effect was
also apparent in the bare and hybrid plots of current under illumination in Figure
4.7, which showed a drop in illuminated current with 290, 350, and 380 nm incident
light. Additionally, the QD layer introduced parallel conduction via Rsh,QD/SiC , with
Voc approximated by Voc ≈Isc Rsh,QD/SiC in the limit of low Isc .

(a) Power generation near 4h-SiC bandgap

(b) Power generation near QD absorption
peak

Figure 4.6: (4.6a) The open circuit voltage (Voc ) and short circuit current (Isc ) of
the bare and hybrid device under 350 nm wavelength illumination. (4.6b) The open
circuit voltage (Voc ) and short circuit current (Isc ) of the bare and hybrid device
under 1550, 843, and 655 nm wavelength illumination.
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Upon illumination with visible light below the SiC bandgap a photovoltaic effect
was observed and attributed to the low barrier rectifying QD/SiC junction after QD
deposition (Figures 4.1 and 4.8). To confirm that the photocurrent was associated
with light absorption in the QD layer, three LEDs were used with

lmax = 655, 843,

and 1550 nm, adjusted so ≈180 nW was incident to EG mesa. In Figure 4.6b the
measured Isc were 50, 15, and <1 pA, respectively, with the trend in photocurrent
matching the absorption spectrum of the QD film, which showed an effective bandgap
of ≈1350 nm, corresponding to the lowest-energy electronic transition of the QDs.

Figure 4.7: The forward bias currents of the bare and hybrid device
under 290, 350, and 380 nm illumination.
Scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) was employed to spatially map and
better understand photogenerated charge transfer of the hybrid device. The SPCM
scans utilized 444 nm incident light as described in Section 3.1 to better understand
the sub-bandgap response. For the hybrid device there was a sharp increase in Iph
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Figure 4.8: The equivalent circuits for the bare and hybrid device under general
illumination.
near the device edges that was significantly higher than within the EG/SiC mesa
(Figure 4.9a). It is possible that this is attributed to the dangling bonds at the mesa
edge, left over from the lithography and RIE. These dangling bonds might make it
easier for charge transfer to occur at the stacked edges of the EG contact, indicating
that high EG quality might not be the ideal for the best charge transfer to occur and
the QD film may offer additional advantages involving surface passivation. Outside

m

the mesa, Iph decays slowly with distance, retaining half its value ≈80 m from the
mesa edge with no applied bias (short circuit). The decay in Iph with distance was
accompanied by only a small change in phase (Figure 4.9b), suggesting the decay is
not capacitive in origin.
The diminished signal from on-mesa excitation indicates that the QD/EG junction
is not solely responsible for the Isc under wide-area illumination: instead, the junction
between the QD film and the n-type 4H-SiC epilayer is the primary active region.
This effect is particularly notable at short circuit and under ac excitation as employed
in SPCM, where photoconductive behavior is less significant.
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(a) Short circuit Iph of hybrid device

(b) Short circuit phase shift of hybrid device

Figure 4.9: Representative SPCM (444 nm) (4.9a) amplitude and (4.9b) relative phase
images for the short circuited hybrid device (0 V), scaled by the preamp and lock-in
sensitivities. The phase is zeroed at the device perimeter and the white scale-bars
are 50 m.

m

Table 4.2: The Carrier lifetimes t1,2 and their percent weight in an exponential
curve fit under 350 and 444 nm illuminations for -1 V reverse bias and no bias
conditions.
Device Condition
Bare, -1 V
25 L Layer, -1 V
2x25 L Layer, -1 V
3x25 L Layer (Hybrid), -1 V
Hybrid, -1 V
Hybrid, 0 V

m

m
m

l(nm)
360
360
360
360
444
444

t1 (s)
0.02
0.011
0.55
0.024
4.13
0.24

A1 (%)
1
1
0.12
1
0.25
0.47

t2 (s)
N/A
N/A
0.01
N/A
0.13
0.04

A2 (%)
N/A
N/A
.88
N/A
0.75
0.53

The bare and hybrid device photogenerated carrier lifetime behavior was observed
under reverse and no bias with 350 and 444 nm illumination (Table 4.2). Reverse bias
was chosen because this is the condition where carrier generation and recombination
drive the current behavior. Under 350 nm illumination, the bare device generation
and recombination mechanisms were well defined by a single carrier lifetime, indicating that consistent photogeneration in the relatively uniform SiC dominates. As

m

individual 25 L layers of the QD film were added to the bare device, the characteristic
carrier lifetime dropped to half of the bare value, this is likely due to increased surface
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recombination and trap states removing photogenerated carriers (Section 1.2). As a
second layer was added the characteristic lifetime was split into two processes, one
with the previous shorter lifetime and another with a far longer lifetime. Although
there were two lifetimes observed, the behavior was still dominated by the sorter one.
Upon the application of the third QD film layer the characteristic lifetime returned
to that of bare device, indicating that the photogenerated carriers contributing to external current were once again primarily produced in the SiC. The disappearance of
the shorter lifetime is likely due to the complete loss of early photogenerated carriers
within the QD film.
The 444 nm illumination better indicated the carrier lifetimes within the QD film
as this wavelength is below the bandgap of SiC. Under reverse bias the hybrid device
displayed two characteristic lifetimes, one significantly larger than the other. This
indicated that there are multiple recombination mechanisms at play within the QD
film, likely due to the relatively diverse QD film environment compared to that of a
more consistent crystalline structure. At zero bias, the best indicator of photovoltaic
carrier behavior, the device had two fairly balanced carrier dynamics. Two evenly
weighted shorter and longer lifetimes were observed, slightly favoring the faster lifetime. Considering the observations of Figure 4.9a, this the best description of the
photogenerated carriers in the identified off mesa QD/SiC region and the lifetimes of
the mechanisms contributing the photovoltaic behavior observed in Figure 4.6b.
The distance over which charge was collected and the insensitivity to applied bias
of the decay length (Figure 4.10a) suggested that the Iph decay was not the minority carrier diffusion length but rather an increasing series resistance for excitation
further away from the EG contact. In this case, a transmission line model (TLM,
Figure 4.10c) was applied to describe the equivalent circuit in Figure 4.1 [61]. Here,
we assume that currents are low enough that Rsh,QD/SiC and Rs,QD dominate the behavior, meaning the diodes have not turned on. Under these conditions the TLM
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predicts an exponential decay of photocurrent with distance from the EG mesa contact, with characteristic (1/e) length LT as expressed in Equation 4.3 [51], where
tQD is the thickness of the QD film,

rs,QD is the (3D) resistivity of the QD film, and

rsh,QD/SiC is the specific interface resistance at the QD/SiC interface, defined such
that Rsh,QD/SiC = ρsh,QD/SiC /AQD/SiC , with AQD/SiC as the effective interface area.
LT =

q

ρsh,QD/SiC (tQD /ρs,QD )

(4.3)

(a) Short circuit phase shift of hybrid device (b) Short circuit Iph of hybrid device

(c) TLM model of QD film

Figure 4.10: (4.10a) Spatial dependence of DC and AC photocurrent as a function of
distance from the mesa center at short circuit (Va =0 V) and at reverse bias (Va =
-0.2 V, -1.0 V). The DC values represent illuminated minus dark current at several
locations indicated in (4.10b). The AC traces represent SPCM data averaged over all
angles as a function of distance, and are scaled to match the peak DC photocurrent
value at each voltage to facilitate comparison. (4.10c) The transmission line model
for the series and shunt resistance contributions of the QD film.

m

The Iph plots in Figure 4.10c give an LT of ≈115 m near Va = 0 V. To approximate
the effective interface area, a ring of width LT surrounding the mesa of radius r so that
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W

AQD/SiC = 2πrLT + π(LT )2 . Using Rsh,QD/SiC ∼200 M (Table 4.1),

W

k ·cm2 , tQD ≈90 nm, and solving Equation 4.3 for

rsh,QD/SiC ≈260

rs,QD gives ρs,QD ≈ 18 kΩ·cm,

which was consistent with prior lateral I-V measurements of the resistance between
two neighboring EG mesas, conducting through the QD film. With field-effect hole

m

mobilities ( ) of ≈10-3 cm2 /(V ·s) having been reported for EDT-capped PbS QD
films[30], the bulk resistivity calculated from LT corresponds to a hole concentration
of ≈1017 − 1018 cm-3 .

4.3

Building a Hybrid Band Diagram

The changes in the action spectra of the device with the addition of QDs demonstrated a clear and measurable enhancement that presented an opportunity for further exploration and a deeper understanding into what possible phenomenon might
be influencing the changed behavior. Previous work has explored the sensitization
of a graphene or indium tin oxide (ITO) device through the addition of QDs and
changes in the action spectra.
Zhang et al. conducted a study investigating the generation, recombination, and
charge transfer of PbS interfacing with graphene[62]. The architecture consisted
of thin PbS films deposited on a back-gated SLG transistor by electron beam (ebeam) thermal evaporation. The most interesting films of this study were 2 nm thick
and consisted of cubic polycrystalline PbS nanoparticles interfacing directly with a
graphene channel. The results of this study indicated that film thicknesses beyond 2
nm harmed the collection of photogenerated eh-pairs and that photoconductive gain
was a result of carrier generation in the PbS thin film combined with efficient hole
injection from PbS to the SLG channel. The observations of the EDT treated PbS
QDs here appear to indicate somewhat different behavior and/or mechanics than
those reported by Zhang et al. With the EDT ligand exchange used in our PbS QD
films, there is a strong indication that charge behaviors across the QD/graphene or
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across the QD/SiC interfaces are contributing to the photoconductive and photoresponsive behavior reported. Further, it would appear that some operating principles
of the hybrid device need to be established beyond those previously reported in order
to better understand the device operation.
From the simplest point of view the design value of QDs in current optoelectronic
devices is the ability to tune the wavelength(s) of light at which a nanocrystal or
nanostructured compound responds to in order to produce an electron-hole pair (ehpair or ehp). In order to build a band diagram for the QD sensitized device, the
fermi-levels of the device materials were all placed relative to one another based
on the given work function of a material or ionization potential (Figure 4.11), the
energy required to free an electron from the material. The work function is defined
as the difference between the fermi-energy and vacuum energy. When comparing the
measured band gap, conduction band edge, and valence band edge of materials the
vacuum level can be held as a constant which all energies can be positioned relative
to. This is a practice common in electrical device design when determining how
materials will behave at a hetero-junction or metal/semiconductor junction. This is
the same method used in determining how a Schottky junction will behave.

Figure 4.11: The corresponding energy levels for all of the materials
in the hybrid device system, referenced to vacuum.
A bulk ionization potential of PbS, ≈4.95 eV is given by Mcdonald et al.[40]
and has been used in analyzing the behavior of QD interfaces with other materials.
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This value is in close agreement with the experimentally derived fermi-levels (work
functions) of PbS QDs or nanocrystals (NCs) with varying sizes discovered in previous
investigations [46, 14, 34]. Although the bulk ionization potential has been utilized
successfully in studies, the work of Brown et al. will be used to place the band
structure. Brown et al. utilized ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) to
determine the fermi and band positions of EDT (and 11 other ligand) treated PbS
QDs. The conduction band, fermi level, and valence band of the EDT treated PbS
QDs were found to be near 3.85, 4.35, and 5.2 eV relative to vacuum respectively.
With a value of 4.35 eV the fermi level of the QDs was placed slightly above the work
function of graphene, or more accurately FLG/graphite, ≈4.5 eV [55, 16].
In order to position the fermi level of the SiC junction, an accurate measurement
of the bare Schottky device’s barrier height (

Fsbh) was needed. The Important char-

acteristics for a Schottky device were derived as described in Section 3.1 and reported

Fsbh) of ≈0.9 eV. The fermi level of

in Section 4.1, having a Schottky barrier height (

the SiC junction was positioned based on the calculated Schottky barrier height of the
bare device and its relation to the electron affinity of SiC based on the Schottky-Mott
relation[58].

Φsbh = Φm − Xs

(4.4)

The positions of the conduction and valence band edges were then placed based on
the intrinsic fermi-level and calculated quasi-fermi energy level based on the measured
doping of the material.
Although all of the discrete energy levels have been defined and positioned relative
to vacuum (Figure 4.11) further understanding is required to accurately depict how
the bands of these materials will behave once in contact with one another. Much of
what is occurring at the junction of two materials can be initially understood by considering the fermi energy levels or work functions of the two interfacing materials [46].
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Figure 4.12: A depiction of the hybrid device with the three key
junctions indicated. A: n-SiC and EG, B: SiC and QD-film, C:
EG and QD-film.
In semiconductor-semiconductor and metal-semiconductor junctions, it is the fermi
energy levels that primarily determine the interaction and behavior at the junction of
the two materials. This difference in fermi energy level can also be expressed as the
difference in the work functions of the two materials where Φs,m = Evac −Ef and Φs,m
is the work function. As an example, the difference between a Schottky diode and a
Schottky contact is whether the work function of the metal or semiconductor material
is larger. These same principles are applied to identify the behavior of junctions A,
B, and C, indicated in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, under various conditions.

4.4

Hybrid Device Carrier Dynamics

To understand carrier behavior at the three identified junctions, Figure 4.12, I first
consider an equilibrium state where the hybrid device is not exposed to light or an
externally applied voltage bias.

4.4.1

Junction A - Equilibrium

Junction A is a well understood rectifying Schottky junction where

FEG

>

FSiC.

Schottky junctions are formed by joining a semiconductor and metal together, graphene
and n-type SiC in this case. The depletion width of the Schottky junction is on the
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Figure 4.13: The energy band diagram for the various hybrid
device junctions at equilibrium.
semiconductor (SiC) side of the interface. The width of the depletion region is largely
determined by the difference in Fermi energy levels (or work functions) and the doping
concentration on the semiconductor side (1.6·1014 cm-3 ). Once the metal and semiconductor are brought together, a built-in voltage of about 0.6 eV and an electric
field are generated at the interface, extending into the depletion region of the semiconductor. This built in electric field results in bending of the SiC bands near the
metal/semiconductor interface as depicted in Figure 4.13. For this device, the bands
will bend up compared to the rest of the bulk semiconductor, caused by electron
diffusion from SiC to the graphene side of the interface as a result of the difference
in work functions where Vbi =

FEG - FSiC.

Current across the rectifying Schottky junction of junction A is determined by
majority carrier transport and limited in a few important ways. Firstly, majority
electron movement from SiC to EG is limited by the previously stated built-in electric
field of the depletion region. Secondly, electron (and hole) movement from EG to
SiC is prevented with electrons blocked by a Schottky barrier of ≈0.9 eV given by
Equation 4.4. The movement of holes is is only limited when traveling from EG to
SiC, since the Fermi energy of EG is well above the valence band of SiC. It is however
energetically favorable for holes to travel from SiC to the EG side of the junction.
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4.4.2

Junction B - Equilibrium

Junction B is a significant junction, consisting of an interface between the PbS QDfilm and n-SiC. Similar to junction A, the materials work functions are first considered
to best predict the behavior of the junction. The work function of n-SiC is less than
that of the PbS QDs,

FQD(4.35 eV) > FSiC(3.89 eV), meaning that once in contact

mobile electrons will diffuse from the SiC side of the junction to the QD film. Usually,
this would also mean that holes would diffuse from the QD film to SiC, however due to
a

DEv of ≈1.64 eV holes are likely to accumulate on the QD film side of the B junction

interface. This carrier diffusion results in a depletion region with a built-in voltage
of ≈0.46 eV, Vbi =

FQD - FSiC, and a proportional electric field. The majority of the

built-in electric field and depletion region is on the SiC side of the junction due to the
significantly lower doping concentration, ≈1014 cm-3 , when compared to the QD-film,
1017 -1018 cm-3 . This results in heavy band bending near junction B as indicated in
Figure 4.13. There is a large difference in the bandgaps of the two materials with the
QDs having a size-tuned bandgap of ≈1 eV and 4h-SiC having a bandgap of ≈3.2 eV,
meaning the two materials form a heterojunction with discontinuities for both the
conduction bands and valence bands of ≈0.24 eV and ≈1.64 eV respectively, indicated
by

DEc and DEv in Figure 4.13.
Without an applied bias it is difficult for mobile electrons to cross junction B. The

built-in electric field prevents electrons from traveling from SiC into the QD-film and
the

DEc prevents electron travel from the QD-film to the SiC side of the junction.

For holes in the valence band, it is only energetically favorable for travel from SiC
to the QD-film, with the large

DEv preventing movement of holes in the opposite

direction. Having demonstrated photovoltaic response under NIR and visible light
exposure, this behavior is likely key in the photovoltaic operation of the hybrid device
where photogenerated carriers are largely dependent on the built-in fields and band
off-sets of the two joining materials.
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4.4.3

Junction C - Equilibrium

Junction C consists of an interface between the PbS QD film and the epitaxially grown
graphene contact. Of the three junctions, junction C consists of two materials with
the smallest difference in work functions, resulting in a type of rectifying Schottky
junction with a built-in voltage of ≈0.15 eV, where Vbi =

FEG - FQD.

At initial

contact electrons will diffuse from the QDfilm to the EG side of the junction while
holes diffuse from EG to the QD-film side of the junction. At equilibrium, it is
energetically favorable for holes to travel from the QD film to the EG side of the
junction while the opposite movement of holes is prevented by the built-in electric
field on the QD film side of the junction. Additionally, electron movement across
junction C is hindered by the built-in electric field and a Schottky barrier of ≈0.65
eV, where Φsbh = Φm − χQD .
Although similar to junction A, the behavior of junction C is not quite as described
above because junction C has a "semiconductor" material with a much higher doping
concentration (1017 -1018 cm-3 ) than the SiC of junction A (1014 ). As a result, the
depletion width of the junction is extremely narrow, specifically on the QD film side
of the junction. This narrow depletion width makes it possible for free carriers to
tunnel across the junction even with an unfavorable built-in electric field. In this way
junction C behaves as a tunneling contact.

4.4.4

Illumination and Photovoltaic Action

To understand the photovoltaic behavior of the device under illumination the photocurrent(s) at various wavelengths with no applied bias are considered. Figure 4.6
shows that at 0 V bias under illumination at various wavelengths there is a negative
photocurrent present, demonstrating current flowing and power production. Considering this observation there should be current flowing as indicated in Figure 4.14
with photogenerated carriers behaving appropriately. The photovoltaic response of
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Figure 4.14: The energy band diagram and photogenerated carrier behavior for the various hybrid device junctions under illumination.
the device is likely from photo-excited hole collection via the graphene contacts and
electron collection via the back contacted SiC. Movement of photogenerated holes
across junctions A, B, and C is likely the primary driving force of photovoltaic action
in the hybrid device, given the energy barriers present at junctions A and B. The
holes travel through the external circuit via graphene to eventually recombine with
electrons in the SiC. Considering the SPCM results in Figure 4.9, the majority of the
photogenerated holes being collected are coming from junction B.
Considering this, ideal contacts for photogenerated hole collection in this device
would be metals with a work function greater than

FQD (≈4.35 eV). For translucent

conducting oxides (TCO), the same should be true with the additional condition that
χM + EgM < χQD + EgQD , so that

DEv does not create an energy barrier blocking

the removal of photogenerated holes from the film. The hole collection is primarily
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occurring at the EG mesa edge which could indicate that the edges dangling bonds
(Figure 2.1a) are conducive to charge transfer from the QD film.

Figure 4.15: The energy band diagram for the hybrid device
under forward bias.

4.4.5

Biased Operation

Forward biasing the device as indicated in Figures 3.2 and 4.15 creates a condition
where majority carrier electrons are more likely to be thermionically emitted across
junction A and B into graphene and the QD-film respectively, increasing recombination rates and decreasing the observed photocurrent from the original Isc value at
Va =0. This current behavior is observed in Figure 4.6 where the negative current
decreases with increasing forward bias until crossing the x-axis at Voc . At this point
the current, injected carriers, due to thermionic emission and diffusion matches that
of photogenerated carrier drift within the hybrid device, resulting in Ifwd =0 at Voc .
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This can also be observed under dark conditions (Figure 4.2) where minority carrier
injection across junction B increases, leading to recombination current and non-ideal
(n≈2) diode behavior. Eventually, with increasing forward bias, the population of
injected minority carriers is high enough for more ideal diffusion current.

Figure 4.16: The energy band diagram for the hybrid device
under reverse bias.
Under reverse bias the applied electric fields across junctions A and B increase the
band bending already caused by the two junctions’ built-in voltages, increasing the
depletion widths and the collection of photogenerated holes (Figure 4.16). Under this
condition drift current dominates the device behavior as carriers are rapidly swept
away by the increased field strength.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
The data and analysis presented in the above text demonstrate an avenue towards
a QD sensitized solar cell and a basis for understanding or modifying its operation.
When considering the enhanced sub-bandgap power generation of the hybrid device,
it was the QD/SiC junction contributing the photogenerated carriers over the characteristic length LT (Figure 4.9a). In any future designs, incident light on and within
this junction should be maximized for ideal carrier photogeneration. Although carrier
generation is key, so is carrier collection (Section 1.2) and the observed ohmic contact between EG and the EDT terminated QDs should be thoughtfully utilized. Two
of the most obvious designs for this might be a grid or interdigitated pattern with
a spacing and pitch near the observed LT , maximizing light absorption and carrier
collection. The QD film thickness would also need further optimization for future
designs seeking to maximize carrier collection. The QD film thickness affects light
absorption and charge transport but has not been optimized in this study. Films
thinner than the diffusion length of carriers will collect the majority of photogenerated carriers but surface recombination effects may suppress charge collection if the
film is too thin [19, 17]. The QD film had a measured absorbance of ≈0.1 AU at

l= 655 nm for the 90 nm thick film, indicating an absorption length α−1 ≈ 390 nm.
Assuming LT 2 scales linearly with tQD as described by the TLM model in Equation
4.3, a larger tQD could enable a larger pitch between contacts.
Even with the limited selection of QD enhanced solar cells and photovoltaic devices mentioned, it can be seen that many of the major challenges facing current solar
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technologies can be addressed in some way through the incorporation of QDs. Although promising, there are still issues facing large scale adoption and production of
QD enhanced solar cells. The use of hazardous heavy metal elements, such as Cd and
Pb, in QDs gives reason for pause when considering the full life cycle of heavy metal
incorporated devices and their impact on the environment, however work is being
done on heavy-metal-free (HMF) QDs. The issue of hazardous materials has stopped
the advancement of certain designs in some concerned countries around the world.
Research utilizing HMF core/shell structures has demonstrated potential, offering
more environmentally friendly sensitization options[25, 42, 26, 31, 32]. The issue of
QD stability also exists for many designs as the lifetime for some of the QDs is not
long enough in air or under other practical conditions. This can likely be mitigated
to some degree by consideration of ligand exchange which is the primary environment
surrounding the QDs. Given the work presented in [9], the 1,2-benzenedithiol ligands
are a possible initial benchmark. There is also work to be done in the synthesis of
QDs so that the processes involved can be done at a larger production scale at a reasonable cost. In conclusion, QD enhanced solar cells are a promising improvement to
current technologies that are only getting closer to adoption as researchers continue
to improve and experiment with their design and production.
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Appendix A
Methods to Market
The results presented in this study were demonstrated on a small 1x1 cm2 n+ -SiC
substrate purchased from Cree Inc. While acceptable for a research environment,
the use of such small and expensive samples for device fabrication are not scalable
or useful for PV commercial markets or applications. Recent investigations into the
graphitization of boron carbide[11] could provide a more realistic avenue to commercialization of the QD solar cell presented in this study. The potential to thermally
produce graphitic contacts with a carbide powder from a high intensity laser offers
a huge value proposition in creating the "bare" Schottky solar cell architecture. As
mentioned previously in the Introduction, there are two primary value propositions
that must be offered if a new solar cell technology has a chance of surviving in the
current and future markets.
The first, is on par or increased conversion efficiency when compared to the current leader, c-Si. Although the results presented here do not immediately present
a challenge to c-Si, they do present a systematic enhancement that can be understood and improved upon in a deliberate manner. Given time and further research a
QD-sensitized carbide-based (or wide-bandgap semiconductor with a work function
at or above the work function of the sensitizing QDs) Schottky solar cell might one
day compete with the performance of c-Si. The ideal QD film would be something
similar in concept to a sensitizing and conductive paint, functionally similar to what
is currently being explored by researchers such as Kamat et al.[23, 22, 24]. In light
harvesting applications, Kamat et al. propose a scheme in which light harvesting as-
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semblies are combined with RGO sheets to better generate and collect light. Such a
scheme might not only improve upon the conversion efficiency through diverse species,
sensitized to different spectral regions, but might also be a viable avenue for reducing
Rs,QD (Figure 4.1). Multiple QD species dispersed throughout a film means that a
wider energy range of incident light can be absorbed efficiently, closer to the point of
incidence where the intensity is at its maximum. Future research aiming to improve
on what is presented here might include experiments with the addition of reduced
graphene oxide (RGO) or graphene sheets (GS). This can be observed in the solution and coated film phases by PL decay times, indicating how quickly the generated
carriers are being swept away.
The second necessary value proposition is a decrease in manufacturing cost. While
this has been covered broadly for QDs in Section 2.2, the laser induced graphitization
of a carbide provides a more complete value proposition on the manufacturing of
devices of the architecture presented here. Laser use in manufacturing is nothing
new and is something that can be automated for micrometer to meter scale processes,
only limited by the surface area of the incident laser. The future device patterning
proposed earlier in this chapter can be achieved by traditional photolithography, but
with the possibility to laser anneal contacts in air the process can be simplified and
automated. This means a wide-range of freedom and scale for graphitic designs,
features and patterns that can be annealed on the carbide surface in a repeatable
and automated fashion. This advantage is particularly interesting when considering
the inclusion of small scale graphitic structures that can interact with incident light
in unique ways, exploiting plasmonic, scattering, and trapping effects. In this way
the laser-induced graphitization not only offers manufacturing advantages through
automation but also performance enhancement through the diversity of annealed
features.
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The final value proposition, although not always necessary, is diversity of application. The combined manufacturing advantages of QDs and the laser-induced
graphitization of a carbide also opens the possibility to more diverse applications. An
avenue now exists for contacts and a sensitized film to be incorporated on contoured
surfaces of varying sizes. While c-Si and Si more widely have been able to capitalize
on the rooftop solar markets, they have been limited in more diverse applications.
With further optimization and consideration of scalability, the architecture presented
here could prove transformative in many current and emerging industries. Currently
applications involving embedded systems, building integrated photovoltaics and electric vehicles might have the most to gain. Once refined the metric of percent battery
capacity (A·h) produced over time might prove most relevant in considering what
other areas of application might benefit from this architectures unique advantages.
One example of this is the parrot drone, which is widely used by drone enthusiasts, hobbyist, and roboticist in casual, industry and research settings. The flight
time given for operation of these drones is barely 30 minutes, limiting the ways in
which they function and are utilized. This often means a very limited performance
time unless additional charged-battery banks are available to swap out. This can be
particularly frustrating for roboticist conducting research or hobbyist hoping for a
longer flight time. The thermal limit for conversion efficiency is roughly 30% for a
single pn-junction solar cell and the conversion efficiency needed for a parrot drone
to be sustained by solar power alone is ≈36%, based on its rated operating point,
a solar irradiance of 1000 W·m-2 , and the surface area of the drone itself without
addition. A concept and solution such as this cannot come from the traditional pnjunction solar cell architecture. In this case any conversion efficiency below the 36%
mark simply means a longer flight time, which is still an interesting value proposition.
This method of analysis can be further extended to electric vehicles, which is perhaps
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one of the most suitable market for this carbide-based Schottky solar cell sensitized
with a QD-paint and which miles(kilometers) per charge is a key metric.
Early designs on the large scale looking to explore these material systems should
utilize rough textural surfaces which combine optical scattering with chemically and
electrically dangling bonds, something that is native to every semiconductor surface.
As observed with the edge effects of the EG mesa the QD sensitizing film has potential
for general surface passivation. Given the proper intensity laser and surface treatment
of carbide powder for adherence, patterned contacts could be annealed in a simple
manner. The bare Schottky solar cell would be fabricated by two main processes
that would involve challenges beyond the scope of this text. The powdered carbide
would need some form of adhesion to initially coat the surface. Current techniques
in powder coating are relevant for a reference to design the process. The primary
property that needs to be conserved is the formation of a carbon rich surface and
the C-C bonds, as outline in [11]. An additional consideration is the incorporation
of patterned contacts. This can be achieved by specific annealed laser paths on the
surface or by strategically placed porous frameworks. The concepts of porosity and
adsorption are relevant because these are directly proportional to the surface area
of the carbide in contact with the QD film, which was shown to be the primary
photocharge transfer junction. This also means that consideration to pore diameter
and population density need to be considered in order to maximize use of charge
transfer at the interfaces.
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